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3. Timeline:
Data analysis will start immediately. A manuscript is expected to be prepared within 8 months.
4. **Rationale:**

With an age-adjusted prevalence of 29.1% in the United States, hypertension is a public health issue that warrants attention. One study using the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) cohort found a heritability estimate of 80% for systolic blood pressure. Understanding the genetic components that explain variability in blood pressure can aid in risk prediction and future pharmacologic research for controlling hypertension. High levels of trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO) have been associated with atherosclerotic lesions in mice and various cardiovascular disease outcomes (cerebrovascular accident, myocardial infarction, and CVD related mortality) in humans. The gut microbiome converts dietary L-carnitine and choline into trimethylamine (TMA). A gene named FMO3, in turn, regulates the amount of TMAO in the blood through the N-oxygenation of TMA. A few loss of function variants in FMO3 have been found to cause trimethylaminuria, a condition also called fish-odor syndrome because of the odor produced from an accumulation of trimethylamine in the blood. A study has found that those who have rare variants causing trimethylaminuria also commonly have hypertension. This is not necessarily through an accumulation of TMAO, however. It is believed that FMO3, with its ability to modify a broad range of substrates, may play a role in catecholamine metabolism. Catecholamines have the ability to regulate blood pressure and heart rate in response to stress, and FMO3 variants may contribute to this increase in blood pressure through abnormal catecholamine metabolism. A couple of studies have looked at E158K, a common variant in of FMO3, and its association with hypertension with conflicting results. Looking at these common variants as well as rare variants detected in exome sequencing in a large sample will be beneficial in replicating and finding novel variants in FMO3 that may influence blood pressure values.

The primary goals of this study are to 1) characterize the number and type of variants located in the FMO3 gene, 2) detect prospective associations between rare FMO3 variants and blood pressure values, and 3) replicate the previous association of the common variant E158K with hypertension and blood pressure values found by other authors.

5. **Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:**

There will be nonsynonymous and splice site variants in FMO3 associated with systolic and diastolic blood pressure values.

6. **Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).**
Inclusion criteria: Participants with FMO3 exome sequencing data passing quality control with data on blood pressure and potential covariates.

Outcomes:
Primary outcome: Systolic and diastolic blood pressure at visit 1, taken as the average of the second and third measurements.
Secondary Outcome: Hypertension status at visit 1

Predictor: Rare and low-frequency non-synonymous and splice site variants in FMO3 exons passing quality control from the exome sequencing data with minor allele frequency of 0.1%-5%.

Other variable of interest at visit 1: age, sex, race, diabetes, BMI, smoking status, antihypertensive medication use, the first 10 principal components generated using Affymetric 6.0 autosomal genotype data to control for population substructure.

Data analysis:
The quality control for FMO3 exome sequencing data will be the same criteria as reported in Yu et al.9 Low frequency variants with a minor allele frequency <5% will be the focus of this analysis. The association of rare and low frequency FMO3 variants with the average systolic and diastolic blood pressure values of the second and third measurement at visit 1 will be assessed with single variant tests adjusted for potential confounders. The sequential kernel association test (SKAT) and burden test will be used to test for a significant association of variants with MAF < 5% in FMO3 with systolic and diastolic blood pressure values. In an attempt to replicate results from a previous study, the common variant E158K will be tested for an association with systolic and diastolic blood pressure, as well as hypertension status, stratified by smoking status.8 The analysis will be conducted in European and African Americans separately controlling for the genetic principal components within each population.

Genetic Model: Because the FMO3 activity decreases with increasing number of loss-of-function alleles, the genetic model for the variants in this study will be additive.10

Significance threshold:
Bonferroni corrected values will be used to determine significance in this study. For the single variant association test, p < 0.025 will be significant based on 2 variants with MAF between 0.1% to 5% in European Americans and p < 0.0035 based on 14 variants with the same MAF in African Americans. For the SKAT and Burden tests, p < 0.05 will be significant. For the replication study of E158K, significance will be determined by p < 0.05.

Power calculation:
With around 7,272 European participants with exome sequence data in our analysis, we expect to be able to detect a change in systolic and diastolic blood pressure around 5.4mmHg and 3.2mmHg, respectively, with 80% power given a minor allele frequency (MAF) of 0.5%. With the same power and minor allele frequency, we expect to be able to detect a change of 10.4mmHg for systolic and 6.1mmHg for diastolic blood pressures in the 2790 African American participants in our sample. For the replication study of the common variant E158K (MAF of 40%), we have 99% power to detect a change in systolic blood pressure 2 mmHg and 1mmHg for diastolic blood pressure.

Replication:
We plan to replicate the any positive results from the single variant analysis using data from an exome-wide analysis of blood pressure from several cohorts, including the Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS), the Framingham Heart Study (FHS), and the Erasmus Rucphen Family Study (ERF).11

Limitations:
Blood pressure medication use could potentially limit the findings of this analysis due a smaller number of individuals having high recorded systolic and diastolic blood pressure, even when this would truly be the case without medication. We plan to account for this by adjusting blood pressure values according to previous GWAS studies that have added 10mmHg to systolic blood pressure and 5mmHg to diastolic blood pressure.12
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4. **Rationale:**
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The primary goals of this study are to 1) characterize the number and type of variants located in the FMO3 gene, 2) detect prospective associations between rare FMO3 variants and blood pressure values, and 3) replicate the previous association of the common variant E158K with hypertension and blood pressure values found by other authors.

5. **Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:**

There will be nonsynonymous and splice site variants in FMO3 associated with systolic and diastolic blood pressure values.

6. **Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).**
**Inclusion criteria:** Participants with FMO3 exome sequencing data passing quality control with data on blood pressure and potential covariates.

**Outcomes:**
Primary outcome: Systolic and diastolic blood pressure at visit 1, taken as the average of the second and third measurements.
Secondary Outcome: Hypertension status at visit 1

**Predictor:** Rare and low-frequency non-synonymous and splice site variants in FMO3 exons passing quality control from the exome sequencing data with minor allele frequency of 0.1%-5%.

**Other variable of interest at visit 1:** age, sex, race, diabetes, BMI, smoking status, antihypertensive medication use, the first 10 principal components generated using Affymetric 6.0 autosomal genotype data to control for population substructure.

**Data analysis:**
The quality control for FMO3 exome sequencing data will be the same criteria as reported in Yu et al. Low frequency variants with a minor allele frequency <5% will be the focus of this analysis. The association of rare and low frequency FMO3 variants with the average systolic and diastolic blood pressure values of the second and third measurement at visit 1 will be assessed with single variant tests adjusted for potential confounders. The sequential kernel association test (SKAT) and burden test will be used to test for a significant association of variants with MAF < 5% in FMO3 with systolic and diastolic blood pressure values. In an attempt to replicate results from a previous study, the common variant E158K will be tested for an association with systolic and diastolic blood pressure, as well as hypertension status, stratified by smoking status. The analysis will be conducted in European and African Americans separately controlling for the genetic principal components within each population.

**Genetic Model:** Because the FMO3 activity decreases with increasing number of loss-of-function alleles, the genetic model for the variants in this study will be additive.

**Significance threshold:**
Bonferroni corrected values will be used to determine significance in this study. For the single variant association test, p < 0.025 will be significant based on 2 variants with MAF between 0.1% to 5% in European Americans and p < 0.0035 based on 14 variants with the same MAF in African Americans. For the SKAT and Burden tests, p < 0.05 will be significant. For the replication study of E158K, significance will be determined by p < 0.05.

**Power calculation:**
With around 7,272 European participants with exome sequence data in our analysis, we expect to be able to detect a change in systolic and diastolic blood pressure around 5.4mmHg and 3.2mmHg, respectively, with 80% power given a minor allele frequency (MAF) of 0.5%. With the same power and minor allele frequency, we expect to be able to detect a change of 10.4mmHg for systolic and 6.1mmHg for diastolic blood pressures in the 2790 African American participants in our sample. For the replication study of the common variant E158K (MAF of 40%), we have 99% power to detect a change in systolic blood pressure 2 mmHg and 1mmHg for diastolic blood pressure.

**Replication:**
We plan to replicate the any positive results from the single variant analysis using data from an exome-wide analysis of blood pressure from several cohorts, including the Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS), the Framingham Heart Study (FHS), and the Erasmus Rucphen Family Study (ERF).11

**Limitations:**
Blood pressure medication use could potentially limit the findings of this analysis due a smaller number of individuals having high recorded systolic and diastolic blood pressure, even when this would truly be the case without medication. We plan to account for this by adjusting blood pressure values according to previous GWAS studies that have added 10mmHg to systolic blood pressure and 5mmHg to diastolic blood pressure.12
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